
 

 
The Extremo  

  $15,990 $13,499 
 

 

 

Explore Australia in style with the Mars Extremo hard floor camper.  

Extremo campers feature a fast and easy set up, with an overnight camp possible in 5-10 minutes. Hard 

floor campers are easier to clean, and keep you off the ground, away from bugs and critters!  

The Extremo includes a fully enclosed annex, offering plenty of room for families.  

Included in the price is fully independent off-road suspension, to handle the toughest terrain. With a 

strong galvanised chassis, and fully loaded with quality extras, the Extremo is the best value camper on the 

market. Experience the great outdoors in comfort, without breaking the bank. 

Year 2014, GVM 750, ATM 1500,     

 10in electric brakes, with brake controller    

 Hot dipped galvanised chassis  

 Independent off road suspension, with coil springs and gas shocks  

 Quality 14oz ripstop canvas  

 5 Rail reinforced floor 

 70L Stainless steel water tank with electric pump  

 Stainless steel kitchen  

 Electric remote winch for easy set up and pack up 

 Battery, solar panel, gas stove  

 Huge checker plate tool box  

 Alloy wheels  

 2 Tonne poly block off road hitch  

 1 x Jerry can and 1 x 9kg gas bottle holders 

 Stone guard and spare wheel  

 Midge proof mesh screens   

RRP9.00 
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